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REASON FOR TANK OPENING  

The machine was due for routine maintenance but the HE tube pressure had been of 

increasing concern and would have required an opening in its own right anyway. 

Apart from restocking the foil changer there were four refurbished column posts to fit, 

the 2 l/s ion pump to replace and to upgrade the Group 3 interface. 

PUMP OUT 26-6-00 

Pump out tank, open doors and start ventilation system. 

 

SUMMARY OF WORK 27-6 to 5-7-2-00 

The initial cruise, down the column, found the machine clean. There were no obvious 

problems other than the suspected tube vacuum leak. The column was wiped down with 

RBS and water and then the HV gap test was done. It was noted that U 25 to28 left a 



black residue on the chamois and upon closer inspection it was also noted that the tube in 

U25 appeared to have dark discharge stains between the electrodes. 

The foil changer was removed for restocking and the tube leak chase started. 

Fortunately the leak was found in U 18 and confirmed in a couple of hours. 

 

28-6-00 

The leaky tube was removed and a new tube section fitted. Modifications to the 2 l/s ion 

pump HV connection were designed and got under way. 

 

29-6-00 

The terminal 2 l/s ion pump was replaced with a 20 l/s unit and the pump power supply 

removed and taken to electronics to have its polarity reversed. 

The tank slits had a failed readout on one unit. The potentiometer was found to have 

failed and was replaced. The offending slit was recalibrated by running it into contact 

with the opposing zeroed slit. 

The foil changer was refitted and the whole tube was pumped slowly down to 1 torr, to 

minimise deconditioning, and then pumped down further for testing. 

The group 3 fiber optics units were removed for a chip change and promptly replaced. 

 

30-6-00 

Four refurbished column posts were fitted to U25. During the post change it was noted 

that some of the column ring screws were not as tight as is now felt desirable. The 



changing of screws proceeded routinely until a screw socket weld cracked. The offending 

socket was welded back on to the ring using a small TIG welding machine. 

 

3-7-00 

The chains, chain pulleys, DC idlers and inductors were inspected and it was noted that 

chain 1 was drier than 2 and 3. 

The tube was helium leak tested again and proved good so closing procedures 

commenced. 

The charging motors, chain oilers and inductors were checked and the bottom of the tank 

cleaned. 

The LE end was blown down using high pressure nitrogen, then the terminal was closed 

and the HE end blown down. 

The triode points were found to be in good condition. 

 

4-7-00 

Computer control testing kept the tank crew out of the machine today. 

 

5-7-00 

Computer testing again frustrated an anxious tank crew until 2.30 pm when closing 

procedures could finally resume. 

The final four casting covers were fitted, the column wiped down and the HV gap test 

performed. Charging tests were done and tube and column metering checked. The 



shorting strap was removed on the final pass as the platform was taken back to the top 

and parked. 

The platform cable seal o-rings were inspected and deemed to serviceable. The machine 

was closed and overnight evacuation of air begun in readiness for gas up next day. 

 

ACCELERATOR TUBE 

The high energy tube pressure had been rising for some time. Typically the pressure was 

<3*10-8 but had got up to ~2*10-7 and although the RGA readouts had been 

inconclusive it was obvious that a leak had developed. Further damning evidence was 

found during a run by ERDA when conditioning pulses of S++ and F++ were detected in 

the zero degree gas counter. 

The priority task, once the usual visual and HV gap test were done, was to leak chase the 

tube. The leak head was installed at the HE vacuum manifold. 

Initially the leak chase started in Unit 25 because the tube appeared to have dark 

discharge stains in that region. There was a small response to helium but only large 

enough to indicate the probability of drift helium getting in through a leak higher up the 

column. The leak chase was moved up to Unit 15 and then proceeded downward. 

Fortunately within 10 mins the leak was found in Gap10, Tube 3 of Unit 18 when there 

was a sudden 5 range response. 

Within a further 10 minutes confirmation tests convinced the crew that the leak had 

indeed been found and that it was a large enough one to have caused the tube vacuum 

problems. 



The offending tube was removed and found to have one radial crack parallel to the tube 

axis. It turned out to be right where the leak chase had indicated. 

There were some ceramic like particulates lying around on the top electrode. They were 

viewed under a 40:1 microscope and this strengthened the opinion that they were of 

ceramic appearance. The source of the chips was not obvious as the crack showed no sign 

of chipping. No further investigation of the particulates was done at that time as it was 

more important to close and pump the tube. 

The tube was given a liberal spray with helium and no response was found at the leak 

head. The leak head was tested using a calibrated leak and was found to be very sensitive, 

so, it was felt that there were no measurable leaks in the tube and that this would 

ultimately be born out by the attainment of low base pressures in due course. 

 

FOIL CHANGER 

The foilchanger was restocked with our usual inventory of repeated groups of foils 

comprised of; 5 Laser Ablated, 14 ANU, 1 Space. 

 

GROUP 3 INTERFACE 

The fiber optic interface was removed so that new EPROMS could be fitted. 

 

CRACKED RING SCREW SOCKET 

The stainless steel equipotential column rings are sprung into place by engaging the 

mounting screw slots onto the post electrodes. The screws are fitted to threaded sockets 

that are welded to the rings. 



Over time, and particularly because of numerous removal and refit cycles, the rings 

become too loose to make good electrical contact. Once the contact is weakened then 

spark discharge exacerbates the problem that then results in damage to the post and screw 

slot. 

Each time the rings are removed and refitted the opportunity is taken to renew the contact 

force of any rings found to be less than tight. This is accomplished by bending the ring to 

restore shape and, in the worst cases, replacing the screws with longer ones. Since the 

objective is to achieve tight screw fitting whilst aligning the screw slot, horizontally with 

the post electrode, sometimes quite high screwdriver torque is applied. 

The screw torque results in an axial jacking force bearing against the ring surface as the 

screw bottoms out and, unfortunately during this opening, a socket to ring weld fractured. 

The crew were not too fazed by this and brought a TIG welding set onto the platform to 

do what was expected to be an easy repair, however, the joint was found to be 

unweldable. 

During the initial few attempts, the weld puddle formed and then erupted, extinguishing 

the arc. It was soon realised that there was SF6 trapped, at a considerable pressure, inside 

the ring and once the metal was soft enough it could escape. Once the arc died then the 

solidifying weld puddle resealed the surface with little reduction of gas pressure inside 

the ring. The ring was depressurized through two hacksaw cuts that were made 180 deg 

apart and was then purged with nitrogen. Welding then proceeded normally and the ring 

was refitted with no further problems. 

 



One interesting point is that some proportion of the rings must have minute leaks that 

allow the tank gas to enter the ring tube. Since the tank is at operating pressure for long 

periods of time the high impedance of the leaks is no real barrier to the ingress of SF6, 

whereas, the opposite is true during tank openings. This fact poses the almost 

unanswerable question as to how much SF6 is held at varying ring pressures during down 

periods and how much leaks away at these times. Lower impedance leaks could behave 

like a virtual leak in a vacuum system and be a source of small amounts of both gas loss 

and air contamination. 

Note that the ring involved in this discovery was still holding substantial pressure four 

days into the opening so contamination of the tank SF6 with air is not likely though 

evacuating the tank would be affected by the virtual leaks. 

 

LOW ENERGY SUBLIMER  

The low energy sublimer pump had not been working properly for a number of years. 

Leak chasing with the Portatest backing the sputter source turbo had found nothing but 

the low energy tube pressure improved when the pump was valved off. The pump has 

been valved off since in May 99. 

During this opening, mainly because of the renewed interest in tube pumping and 

reavailability of a good leak head, the sublimer was leak chased successfully. The 

offending fitting, a Torrsealed 1/8" gas plug, was resealed. The pump is now a major 

contributor to the vastly improved LE tube pressure (< 2*10-8 at time of writing). This 

work, because it was outside the tank and did not involve regular tank crew, had no 

impact on the already busy work schedule. 



 

TERMINAL ION PUMP 

The 2 l/s ion pump was replaced with a 20 l/s pump. The larger pump on the "trapped" 

gas space of the stripper would allow more responsive control of the pressure and a 

higher controllable maximum response. Tests later confirmed this. The larger pump 

required the power supply polarity be reversed. It was realised later that the power supply 

was too small to allow the pump to run at full speed above 3*10-5 torr. Normal pressure 

is < 2*10-6 torr so this does not present any operational problem. It was later noticed that 

the removed 2 l/s pump rattled. One of the titanium pegs had fallen off. It was fortunate 

that the peg hadn't caused a short circuit in operation. 

 

CHARGING CHAIN MOTORS 1 and 3, HIGH ENERGY SHAFT MOTOR 

During this opening George McEwan, our school electrician, upgraded the power supply 

conduits that run between the outside of the tank wall and the mains. This work brought 

the wiring of these motors, outside the tank, to the same standard as that of Chain motor 

#2 (TOR#87) by replacing the original flexible plastic conduit with flexible metal 

conduit. 

 

COLUMN POSTS  

The next four refurbished column posts were completed in time for this opening and were 

fitted in Unit 25.  



The post program suffered a setback when, before the last opening, a ceramic section 

fractured during the final stage of machining (TOR#87). The machine jig was redesigned 

and the machinist had no problems completing the set for this opening. 

Replaced post in position 25B  #341 using post# No # 

   25C  #316    #J1 

   25D  #314    #J2 

   25A  # No #   #234 

 

ITEMS REQUIRED FOR NEXT OPENING 

Spare resister leads, Shorting strap, OH&S Inspection. 

 

INITIAL PERFORMANCE 

The machine ran up to 12.5 Mv before two sparks warned of conditioning requirements. 

Since no experiments were scheduled for the first week, the machine was very slowly 

pushed to 15 Mv where a large spark reminded the operator that there was really no good 

reason to run that high so soon. 
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